
 

Researchers create brain organoid to
investigate effects of COVID-19 in people
with Down syndrome
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Generation of human self-organizing multiple ChPCOs in 3D from
neuroectoderm. Credit: Science Advances (2024). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.adj4735

A first-of-its kind brain organoid grown at The University of Queensland
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has helped researchers identify therapies that reduce the impact of
COVID-19 on people with Down syndrome.

Australian Institute for Bioengineering and Nanotechnology (AIBN)
Senior Research Fellow Dr. Mohammed Shaker and organoid expert
Professor Ernst Wolvetang worked with a team to develop a synthetic
organoid that mirrors the brain of a person with Down syndrome, to
explore why people born with the genetic condition are more vulnerable
to the coronavirus.

"The risk of hospitalization and death from coronavirus is much higher
for people with Down syndrome, but until now there has been no clear
data that explains why," Dr. Shaker said. "Thankfully, our lab-grown
organoids allow us to unlock this information and find ways to address
the problem."

Organoids are tiny, synthetic organ replicas grown from human stem
cells that researchers use to carry out experiments that would be ethically
and practically difficult in live subjects.

The team grew Down syndrome brain models and encased them in a
layer of specialized cells known as the choroid plexus, effectively
creating an organoid with two functional brain domains for the first
time.
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The researchers enveloped Down syndrome brain models in a layer of
specialized cells called the choroid plexus (pictured here with immunostaining).
Credit: Science Advances (2024). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.adj4735

Testing on the new organoid models revealed that certain components of
the choroid plexus are underdeveloped in people born with Down
syndrome. The research is published in the journal Science Advances.

"The barrier function of the choroid plexus prevents coronavirus from
infecting brain cells, and this barrier is compromised in people with
Down syndrome," Professor Wolvetang said. "It means a crucial line of
defense is missing and explains why patients in this cohort experience
more severe COVID-19 symptoms."

The lab used the organoids to screen drug therapies that could
compensate for this vulnerability, including the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration approved drugs Avoralstat, Camostat, Nafamostat, and
Remdesivir.

Dr. Shaker said it was clear that human brain organoid models could be
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important medical tools that offer unprecedented insights and potential
drug screening for a range of conditions beyond Down syndrome and
COVID-19.

"This work exemplifies how increasingly sophisticated human brain
organoid models can be used to discover the cellular and molecular
processes driving neurological diseases," he said.

"It also shows that these organoids are crucial tools that allow us to
evaluate the safety and efficacy of new therapeutics at scale."

  More information: Mohammed R. Shaker et al, Choroid plexus
defects in Down syndrome brain organoids enhance neurotropism of
SARS-CoV-2, Science Advances (2024). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.adj4735
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